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September 21, 1935,

MEMORANDUM ON FHA MATTERS

TO Governor Eccles

FROM J. II. Daigefl

I have spent a considerable part of the last two after-

noons and one evening with McDonald, and I spent several hours

last night with Walsh, Catharine, and Flanders, who are in charge,

respectively, of Title I, Title II, and the Field Division. Hfhat

you told me over the telephone yesterday and the day before helped

me very much in dealing with the situation that I told you I had

discussed with Catharine very frankly Tuesday evening on the way

down from New York, where he and I had spent the day with the field

men of the Bank Relations Department of the New York bank.

On my previous trip to New York, which largely concerned

the matters referred to in the memorandum that I am also giving

you today on Low-Cost Housing, Dr. Burgess had me meet at luncheon
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Memorandum on FHA Matters - 2

one day Mr. Rounds, Mr. Gidney, Mr* Downs, and Mr. Martin, all of

whom were interested in the FHA set-up and some of whom were critical.

In the course of the discussion it developed that the Bank Relations

Department, which is under Mr. Downs, had over the past six months

accumulated a good deal of specific comment on FHA from member banks

throughout New York State and the northern part of New Jersey* This

comment had been tabulated and was in such shape as to be very in-

formative and useful. It showed quite clearly, I think, the need

for the kind of meetings that you have proposed for the exchange of

information and ideas about the FHA set-up under Title II.

The comments confirmed your opinion and mine that the FHA

people have attached entirely too much importance to the liquidity

question* In fact only five percent of several hundred banks inter-

viewed at length mentioned the matter of liquidity, and these plainly

showed a lack of practical grasp of that question. The most common

complaint was lack of applications from borrowers, which confirms

my impression that the FHA has not yet gotten its story across to

the public; and the most conspicuous fact evidenced by the comments

was that the Title II set-up has not yet been put to the banks in

practical banking terms* This confirms the point that you have in-

sisted on, namely, that the men who have successfully promoted

Title I cannot do the kind of job that is required on Title II.
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Memorandum on FHA Matters - 3

I had Mr. Downs make an abstract of the comments of one

hundred banks in New York State outside of Manhattan and Brooklyn

and one hundred banks in northern New Jersey, and I passed these

abstracts on to Mr* McDonald, who read all of them and who had sev-

eral of the principal men in his organization do likewise* Mean-

while, at the suggestion of Dr. Burgess and Mr* Downs, the field

men of the Bank Relations Department made a further inquiry among

the banks on FHA during the first two weeks of September, and it

was for a discussion with the field men reporting these later com-

ments that Catharine and I went to the New York bank on Tuesday*

This meeting with the Bank Relations men, I may say, afforded an

excellent insight into the kind of questions that will arise at the

meetings to be arranged at the various Reserve banks and branches*

This insight into the practical possibilities of the tour

of the Reserve banks gave me an opportunity, on the way down to

Washington, to put plainly to Catharine my own reluctance to go to

these proposed meetings and tell the banks that you were fully

satisfied with the soundness of the FHA set-up when I myself felt

that there was a great deal of laxity, and some downright dangerous

practices, resulting from the pressure for volume. Catharine agreed

that ray aprehensions were well founded, but expressed the belief

that he and I would be able to convince McDonald of the advisability

of some further changes in operating practices before you and
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McDonald send Catharine and me out to the Reserve banks.

As a result of this weekfs developments, and particularly

since my efforts last night to bring Walsh and Flanders into line

with Catharine and myself, I am reasonably certain that the next

week or two will see definite steps taken in the various offices

around the country to remedy the conditions that you and I have

criticized. Walsh and Flanders are in general charge of the promo-

tional activities, including both Title I and Title 11̂  and I have

regarded them (though of course I have not told them so) as largely

responsible for the undue pressure that is being exerted on the

local offices for volume. Catharine told me this morning that I

have definitely won Walsh over, though he has not yet had an op-

portunity to check with Flanders. Catharine and Walsh will join

together in urging McDonald to put the Title II operations on the

basis that we discussed last night, and they will undertake to have

Flanders join them in their recommendations.

Frankly, I think that there has been a failure on

McDonald's part to discern clearly between the criticisms to which

FHA has been subjected because of the long delay in getting Title

II under ?/ay and the enormous progress that has been ma.de during

the few months since the schedule of charges was revised and the

operating methods simplified along the lines that you and I had

long been urging. I think that there has been the same lack of

discernment on the part of the Treasury people. The result, in any
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event, is that the FHA has been cutting corners and engaging in

practices for which there is no longer any plausible need or any

justification on the ground of temporary expediency. Title II is

now doing well, and the practical question for McDonald to settle

is whether from now on the effort to win the banks over is to be

made by sound policy and quiet exposition or by laxity and ballyhoo.

Ihat I have been trying to do these past few days, how-

ever, is to have the decision in favor of sound policy and quiet

exposition made by McDonald because he and the men in his own or-

ganization see the practical wisdom of it, and not because you and

I are trying to tell them how they ought to run their program*

As I told you over the telephone yesterday, I have a

luncheon engagement with Mr* Grimm for Monday, and I shall then

have a better idea, I take it, as to just what his present objectives

are with regard to FHA*

I told McDonald yesterday that I would be sending to you

today some material that you wished to make use of before you re-

turned East and suggested that he give me a memorandum summarizing

the FHA figures to date* I am attaching herewith the material that

he has sent to me today* It seems to me not to require any comment

on my part. McDonald, by the way, has certainly been warm in his

praise of your cooporation, and his men tell me that he is really

relying on the Federal Reserve support more than on any other factor

to build up the volume under Title II.
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I think that it will be much better, certainly at this

stage, if McDonald is not with you when you go to the Reserve banks,

and better if your visits are not connected with the visits that

Catharine and I are to make. What you say in support of FHA and

of mortgage finance in general will come up as part of the matters

that you are discussing in the natural course of your relations

with the Reserve banks. For you to participate in a specially or-

ganized series of meetings, however, would in my opinion carry more

the effect of yourself and McDonald going out as two spearheads of

the New Deal to promote the interests of the Administration. You,

in talking to backers, have a manner of presentation that McDonald

lacks. You do a much better job of talking than he does, and you

know the subject far better than he does. I think that your pur-

poses will be accomplished on a much larger scale, therefore, if

you adhere to the original plan in regard to the Reserve bank meet-

ings, and simply use the opportunities of the present trip that you

are on as if they were not prearranged, but simply arose in the

course of your conversations at the Reserve banks.

I am very glad that you have decided to omit the address

to the Mortgage Bankers Association. There are of course many good

mortgage-loan offices represented in this association but the

membership is composed almost entirely, as I understand it, of loan

brokers who mainly represent the insurance companies and individual

investors in their local communities • As long as the instance com-
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panies continue to hold out against the FHA and to take the atti-

tude that the FHA represents governmental competition, it would

be futile, in my opinion at least, to try to win over the mortgage

brokers. The insurance companies have been resisting vigorously

the single-mortgage instrument involved in Title II. They want

the so-called renewal mortgage, and the brokers naturally want the

periodic renewal fees and, what is to them equally or more important,

the fat commissions on the second-mortgage loans that they place

with individual investors to piece out the fifty-percent financing

of the insurance companies.

The fact of the matter is that Title II of the Housing

Act does result in competition for the insurance companies, but it

is not governmental competition. To date it has been in the main

competition from the member banks of the Federal Reserve System,

from which up to the present time the FHA has been getting the

great bulk of its business. Heretofore the insurance companies,

outside of the metropolitan areas^ have had a virtual monopoly on

the prime mortgages by virtue of the fact that the insurance com-

panies were the only lending agencies as a class offering the

country as a whole a low rate of interest on first-mortgage loans.

The result has been that the insurance companies got the cream of

the crop as far as first-mortgages were concerned, that the local

banks and loan associations got the second choice of first-mortgages,

and that the loan brokers made a killing on first-mortgage renewal
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fees and second-mortgage commissions.

The situation now existing may be hard on the mortgage

brokers, but it is up to themselves and to the insurance companies

— not the Federal Government — to find the remedy if there is a

remedy.

U!hat this goes back to is the kind of opposition and

objections that we had early last year from Mr* Merriam and Mr*

Kingsley. They saw clearly enough that general acceptance of the

single-mortgage instrument would create a very reel practical

problem in the existing methods of the insurance companies and their

loan agents. What they are now confronted by is the law of change

and the law of progress. Under governmental leadership and direc-

tion, the methods of mortgage financing in this country are being

improved, 8nd the home owner i£ getting a New Deal* Naturally

enough, the people who tlirived most under the old methods are feel-

ing the pinch and squealing accordingly.

As a Cleveland dealer in second mortgages told me last

year at a banquet of the Real Estate Board in Pittsburgh, where I

had gone to sweat blood with Hugh Potter and Herb Nelson to bring

them into line: "The depression put me out of the second-mortgage

business temporarily, but you fellows with your Housing Bill are

going to keep me out permanently. I have to admit, though, that

it is a good end to a bad business. Hereafter I am going to stick

to real estate and take my mortgage money where I can get it."
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